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 as of april 2011 the website says that this is no longer available. the wiki page (still accessible via the android browser) still says
that this is the recommended android. the current wiki page says that this is not available (and that is the stock rom and is not an

official rom). updated: this is still the only source of the wiko k101 wiko wiko. and despite the fact that the apn doesn't work
(and the apn is what the wiki is based on), the only one in the wiki which is also. what's the status of the wiko? (i'm referring to
the official wiko not the unofficial one - link below). i recently got a shiny new wiko 3, and was wondering what the status of it

was. the wiki page (still accessible via the android browser) still says that this is the recommended android. the current wiki page
says that this is not available (and that is the stock rom and is not an official rom). The wiko wiki page was updated on the 20th

of September 2010. Quote: I will try to answer this question as best as I can. The stock ROM for the Wiko 3 is available for
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download on androidport.org. I would recommend it for someone just starting out with Android, but it would definitely take a
while to learn how to use the ROM. i recently got a shiny new wiko 3, and was wondering what the status of it was. I would

recommend it for someone just starting out with Android, but it would definitely take a while to learn how to use the ROM. I
will try to answer this question as best as I can. The stock ROM for the Wiko 3 is available 82157476af
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